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->* (dash angle bracket asterisk), pointer-to-member operator, 58
-> operator, overloading, 145–146, 147–148
( ) (parentheses)
  function call operator, 58
  grouping in declarations, 61
  grouping with pointer-to-member operators, 58
* (asterisk) operator, overloading, 145–146, 147–148
.* (dot asterisk), pointer-to-member operator, 58
1984 (veiled reference), 224

Allocators, rebind convention, 180
Anonymous namespaces, 84–85
Argument dependent lookup (ADL), 89–90
Arguments, templates, 153–154
Array declarators, pointers to, 61–62
Array formal arguments, 17–19
Array index calculation. See pointer arithmetic.
Arrays
  allocation/deallocation, 127–129
  auto_ptr references, 148
  of class objects, 120–121
decay, 17
  as function arguments. See array formal arguments.
  memory management, 127–129
  of pointers, 25
  references to, 62
  sorting, 221–222
Assignment. See also copying; initialization.
  computational constructor, 43
  construction, 42
copying, 45–47
destruction, 42–43
extception safe copy, 46
versus initialization, 41–43
user-defined types, 41–43
virtual copy, 47

and virtual function table pointers, 38
Asterisk (*) operator,
  overloading, 145–146, 147–148
Audit trails, resource control.
  See RAII.
auto keyword, 233
auto_ptr references, 148
  as container elements, 148
  conversions, 147–148
description, 147–148
  operator overloading, 147
versus smart pointers, 148

A
ABC (abstract base class), 113
abort, 117, 140
Abstract data type. See data abstraction.
Access protection, 88, 111, 113–115
Accessor functions. See get/set interfaces.
Address arithmetic. See pointer arithmetic.
ADL (argument dependent lookup), 89–90
Alexandresu, Andrei, xviii
Aliases, 84. See also references.
Allison, Chuck, xvii
Allocating arrays, 127–129

B
Base classes
  abstract bases,
    manufacturing, 113–115
  forcing to abstract base,
    113–115
  implementation guidelines, 77–79
  member function,
    determining, 77–79
  polymorphic, 3–5
  Template Method, 77–79
Body objects, 117
Boedigheimer, Kim, xvii
Bradbury, Ray (veiled reference), 50
The Brother, xv, 81, 147
Callbacks. See also Command pattern.
definition, 67
"don't call us, we'll call you," 68
framework code, 68
function objects as, 67–70.
See also Command pattern.
function pointers, 50–51
Hollywood Principle, 68
Capability queries, 93–95
Cast operators
casting down
an inheritance
hierarchy, 30–31
from a pointer to a base
class, 31
to a reference type, 32
const qualifiers,
adding/removing, 29–30
const_cast, 29–30
conversion across
a hierarchy, 94–95
cross-cast, 94–95
dynamic_cast, 31–32
function style, 29
new style
description, 29–32
versus old-style, 29
old-style versus new style, 29
reinterpret_cast, 31
static_cast, 30–32
type qualifiers, changing,
29–30, 30–31
volatile qualifiers,
adding/removing, 29–30
Class layout
assignment, and virtual
function table pointers, 38
contravariance, 54–55
covariant return types, 109
member offsets, 39
pointer comparison, 97–98
virtual functions, 37
virtual inheritance, 37–38
what you see is
what you get, 37
Class members, pointers
to versus pointers, 53–56
Class objects. See objects.
Classes
handle, exception
safe swaps, 46
interface, 93–94
Cloning objects, 99–101. See
also assignment; copying;
initialization; Prototype.
Command pattern, 69. See also
callbacks.
Communication, with other
programmers
data abstraction, 2
design patterns, 7–8
identifiers in template
declarations, 201–202
versus ignorance, 224
overloading, 214–215
typedefs, 62
Comparator operations, 71
Comparators, STL function
objects as, 72–73
Complete specialization. See
explicit specialization.
Computational
component, 41, 43
Const member functions
lazy evaluation, 34
logically const, 35
meaning of, 33–36
modifying objects, 34
overloaded index
operator, 35–36
Const pointers, versus pointers
to const, 21–23
const qualifiers,
adding/removing, 29–30
operator_cast operator, 29–30
Construction
assignment, 42
copying, 45–47
Construction order, 141–142
Constructors
calling, 119–121
description, 143–144
exception safety, 143–144
operator overloading, 143–144
placement new, 119–121
protected, 114–115
virtual, 99–101
Container elements, 
auto_ptr as, 148
Contract, base class as, 4–5
Contravariance
class layout, 54–55
member templates, 174
pointers to data
members, 54–55
pointers to member
functions, 54–55, 58
Conventions. See also idioms.
anonymous temporary
function object, 73
class vs. typename, 232–233
copy operations, 45
exception safety axioms,
131–133
generic programming, 191,
193, 207, 223
in generic programming, 170
multilevel pointers, 26
naming conventions, 88, 229
placement of const
qualifier, 21–22
rebind convention for
allocators, 180
and the STL, 12
STL (standard template
library), 11
traits and promulgation, 193,
197
unnecessary static, 232
unnecessary virtual, 232
Conversions, auto_ptr,
147–148
Copying. See also assignment; cloning; initialization.
address of non-const to pointer to const, 22
assignment, 45–47
class objects, 38
construction, 45–47
objects, 38
Covariance, 174
Cranberries, xviii, 183
Cross-cast, 94–95

D
Dash angle bracket asterisk (->*), pointer-to-member operator, 58
Data abstraction, 1–2
Data hiding. See access protection; data abstraction.
Deallocating arrays, 127–129
Decay
arrays, 17, 25
functions, 17, 72
Declaring function pointers, 49
Delta adjustment of class pointer, 58, 98, 108
Design patterns
description, 7–10
esSENTIAL parts, 8–10
microarchitectures, 10
Template Method
versus C++ templates, 77
description, 77–79
wrappers, 8
Destruction
assignment, 42–43
order, 141–142
RAII, 140
restricting heap allocation, 117
Dewhurst, David R., xviii
Disambiguation
auto keyword, 233
register keyword, 233
with template, 179–181
templates, 179–181
with typename, 169–172
“Don’t call us, we’ll call you,” 68, 79
Dot asterisk (.*), pointer-to-member operator, 58
Down casting. See also cast operators.
runtime type information, 31
safe, 31
dynamic_cast operator, 31–32

E
e, 65, 66
Element type, determining,
189–191
Embedded type information,
189–191
Exception safety
axioms, 131–133
catching, 135–137
constructors, 143–144
copy assignment, 46
exceptions, 143–144
functions, 135–137
new operator, 143–144
safe destruction, 132
swap throwing, 133
synchronous exceptions,
131–132
throwing, 135–137
Exceptions, memory allocation,
143–144
exit and destruction, 117, 140
Explicit specialization, 155–159,
183–187
Expressions
const qualifiers,
adding/removing, 29–30
volatile qualifiers,
adding/removing, 29–30

F
Fahrenheit 451 (veiled reference), 50
Fehér, Attila, xvii
File handles, resource control.
See RAI.
Fire safety advice, 50
Framework code, callbacks, 68
Function declarators, pointers
to, 61–62
Function objects. See also
function pointers;
smart pointers.
as callbacks, 67–70. See also
Command pattern.
description, 63–66
integrating with member
functions, 66
Function overloading. See also
operator overloading.
function templates, 213
generic algorithms, 223
infix calls, 90
overloaded index operator,
35–36
pointers to overloaded
functions, 51
required knowledge, xiii
scope, 88
SFINAE, 217
taking address of, 51
Function pointers. See also
function objects.
callbacks, 50–51
declaring, 49
description, 49–51
generic, 49–50
to inline functions, 50
to non-static member
functions, 50
Function pointers, continued
to overloaded functions, 51
virtual, 64–66
Function style, 29
Function templates
generic algorithms, 221–224
versus nontemplate functions, 213
overloading, 213–215
template argument
deduction, 209–212
Functionoid. See function
objects.
Functions
arguments from arrays. See
array formal arguments.
decay, 17, 72
multilevel pointers, 25, 27
references to, 62
selecting right version, 214
static linkages, avoiding, 85
Functor. See function objects.

G
Generic function pointers,
49–50
Gentleman Cambrioleur, 196
get/set interfaces, 1
Global scope, namespaces,
81–85
Goldfedder, Brandon, xvii
Gordon, Peter, xvii
Graphical shapes, resource
control. See RAII.
Guarding against multiple
inclusions, 229–230

H
Handle/body idiom, 117
Handle classes
exception safe swaps, 46
RAII, 139
restricting heap allocation, 117
Header files, multiple inclusion,
229–230
Heap
algorithms, 155
allocation, restricting,
117–118
class template explicit
specialization, 155–159
Heinlein, Robert (veiled
reference), 76
Henney, Kevlin, xvii
Hewins, Sarah G., xviii
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy, (veiled reference), 211, 213
Hollywood principle, 68, 79,
224
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Idioms
assumption of non-throwing
deletion, 136
checking for assignment to
self, 47
computational constructor,
43
to create abstract base class,
113–115
exception safety axioms,
131–133
function object, 63
getting current new_handler,
51
intent of dynamic_cast to refer-
tence, 32
meaning of assignment, 46
ordering code for exception
safety, 136
partitioning code to avoid
RTTI, 94
to prohibit copying, 111
RAII, 139–142
reference to pointer formal
argument, 26
resource acquisition is
initialization, 139–142
to restrict heap allocation,
117–118
result of assignment vs.
initialization, 46
robust computation of
array size, 17
smart pointer, 145–147
STL function object, 72–73
violation of copy operation
idioms, 148
virtual constructor, 100
Ids, templates, 154
Ignorance
callbacks, 67
healthful aspects, 5, 12, 224
Java programmers, 37
of object type, 100–101
pitfalls of, xii
and templates, 180
Initialization. See also
assignment; copying.
argument passing, 41
versus assignment, 41–43
catching exceptions, 41
declaration, 41
function return, 41
Initialization order. See
construction order.
Inline functions, pointers to, 50
Instantiation
template member functions,
225–227
templates, 154
Integers as pointers
new cast operators, 29, 31
placement new, 119
pointer arithmetic, 151
Interface class, 65, 93
Java

versus C++, xii

function and array
declarators, 62
good natured poke at, 37
interface classes, 93
member function lookup, 88
Johnson, Matthew, xvii
Josuttis, Nicolai, 217–220

K

Kamel, Moataz, xvii
Keywords, optional, 231–233
Koenig lookup. See ADL (argument dependent lookup).
Kyu Sakamoto, reference to, 42, 68, 70

L

Lazy evaluation, 34
Lippman, Stan, 141
Logically const, 35
Login sessions, resource control.
See RAII.
Lupin, Arsene, 196

M

Managers, gratuitous swipe at, 10
Martin, Steve (veiled reference), 46
McFerrin, Bobby (veiled reference), 179
Member functions
function matching errors, 87–88
integrating function objects, 66
lookup, 87–88
pointers to
covariance, 54–55
declaration syntax, 57–58

integrating with function
objects, 66
operator precedence, 58, 61
versus pointers, 57–59
simple pointer to function, 58
virtualness, 58
roles, 77–78
templates, 173–177
Member object. See class layout.
Member offset. See class layout.
Member operator functions,
overloading non-member
operators, 91–92
Member specialization, 165
Member templates, 173–177
Memory
class-specific management, 123–126
heap allocation, restricting, 117–118
resource control. See RAII.
Memory management, arrays, 127–129
Meyers, Scott, xvii, 1
Multidimensional arrays
array formal arguments, 18–19
function and array
declarators, 61
pointer arithmetic, 150

N

Names, templates, 154
Namespaces
aliases, 84
anonymous, 84–85
continual explicit
qualification, 82–83
description, 81–85
names
declaring, 82
importing, 83
using declarations, 84
using directives, 82–83

Nested names, templates, 179
Network connections, resource
control. See RAII.
New cast operations. See cast
operators, new style.
new operator
description, 143–144
exception safety, 143–144
versus operator new, 119, 123, 143
operator overloading,
143–144
New style cast operators, versus
old-style, 29
1984 (veiled reference), 224
Non-static member functions,
pointers to, 50
Nontemplate functions versus
function templates, 213

O

Objects
alternate names for. See
aliases; references.
arrays of, 120–121
capability queries, 93–95
changing logical state, 33–36
cloning, 99–101
copying, 38
copying, prohibiting, 111
creating, based on existing
objects, 103–106
heap allocation, restricting,
117–118
integrating member
functions with function
objects, 66
lazy evaluation of values, 34
managing with RAII,
139–142
modifying, 34
with multiple addresses. See
pointer comparison.
with multiple types. See
polymorphism.
Objects, continued
polymorphic, 3–5
structure and layout, 37–39
traits, 193–197
type constraints, 111
virtual constructors, 99–101
Offset. See delta adjustment of
class pointer; pointers to,
data members.
Old-style cast operators, versus
new style, 29
operator delete
class-specific memory
management, 123–126
usual version, 125
Operator function lookup,
91–92
operator new
class-specific memory
management, 123–126
versus new operator, 119, 123, 143
placement new, 119–121
usual version, 125
Operator overloading. See also
function overloading.
auto_ptr, 147
constructors, 143–144
exception safety, 131
exceptions, 143–144
function calls, 91–92
function objects, 63
infix calls, 90–92
new operator, 143–144
operator function lookup,
91–92
versus overriding, 75
placement new, 119
pointer arithmetic, 149–151
policies, 206
smart pointers, 145–146
STL function objects, 72
STL (standard template
library), 11
Operator precedence, pointers
to member functions, 58, 61
Orwell, George (veiled
reference), 224
Ottosen, Thorsten, xvii
Overloading
-> operator, 145–146,
147–148
* (asterisk) operator,
145–146, 147–148
as communication, with
other programmers,
214–215
function call operators, 63
function templates, 213–215,
217–220
functions. See function
overloading.
index operator, 35–36
operators. See operator
overloading.
operators, policies, 206
versus overriding, 75–76
Overriding
functions, covariant return
types, 107–109
versus overloading, 75–76
Pointers. See also smart
pointers.
arrays of, 25
dereferencing, 53–54
integers as, 151
list iterators, 151
losing type information, 98
managing buffers of, 25
multilevel. See pointers to,
pointers.
versus references, 13
stacks of, 185–187
subtracting, 151
Pointers to
array declarators, 61–62
characters, 156
class members, versus
pointers, 53–56
const
versus const pointers,
21–23
converting to pointer to
non-const, 23
data members, 54–55
function declarators, 61–62
functions. See callbacks;
Command pattern;
function pointers.
member functions
contravariance, 54–55
declaration syntax, 57–58
integrating with function
objects, 66
operator precedence, 58, 61
versus pointers, 57–59
simple pointer to function,
58
virtualness, 58
non-const, converting to
pointer to const, 22–23
pointers
changing pointer values, 26
conversions, 26–27
converting to pointer to
const, 27
Parameters, templates, 153–154
Parentheses ( () )
function call operator, 58
grouping in declarations, 61
grouping with pointer-to-
member operators, 58
Partial specialization, 161, 183–187, 197
Patterns. See design patterns.
Paul Revere and the Raiders,
143
Pointer arithmetic, 19, 149–151
Pointer comparison, 97–98
Pointers. See also smart
pointers.
arrays of, 25
dereferencing, 53–54
integers as, 151
list iterators, 151
losing type information, 98
managing buffers of, 25
multilevel. See pointers to,
pointers.
versus references, 13
stacks of, 185–187
subtracting, 151
Pointers to
array declarators, 61–62
characters, 156
class members, versus
pointers, 53–56
const
versus const pointers,
21–23
converting to pointer to
non-const, 23
data members, 54–55
function declarators, 61–62
functions. See callbacks;
Command pattern;
function pointers.
member functions
contravariance, 54–55
declaration syntax, 57–58
integrating with function
objects, 66
operator precedence, 58, 61
versus pointers, 57–59
simple pointer to function,
58
virtualness, 58
non-const, converting to
pointer to const, 22–23
pointers
changing pointer values, 26
conversions, 26–27
converting to pointer to
const, 27
Parameters, templates, 153–154
Parentheses ( () )
function call operator, 58
grouping in declarations, 61
grouping with pointer-to-
member operators, 58
Partial specialization, 161, 183–187, 197
Patterns. See design patterns.
Paul Revere and the Raiders,
143
Pointer arithmetic, 19, 149–151
Pointer comparison, 97–98
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Parameters, templates, 153–154
Parentheses ( () )
function call operator, 58
grouping in declarations, 61
grouping with pointer-to-
member operators, 58
Partial specialization, 161, 183–187, 197
Patterns. See design patterns.
Paul Revere and the Raiders,
143
Pointer arithmetic, 19, 149–151
Pointer comparison, 97–98
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Parameters, templates, 153–154
Parentheses ( () )
function call operator, 58
grouping in declarations, 61
grouping with pointer-to-
member operators, 58
Partial specialization, 161, 183–187, 197
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Paul Revere and the Raiders,
143
Pointer arithmetic, 19, 149–151
Pointer comparison, 97–98
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Parentheses ( () )
function call operator, 58
grouping in declarations, 61
grouping with pointer-to-
member operators, 58
Partial specialization, 161, 183–187, 197
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143
Pointer arithmetic, 19, 149–151
Pointer comparison, 97–98
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Parameters, templates, 153–154
Parentheses ( () )
function call operator, 58
grouping in declarations, 61
grouping with pointer-to-
member operators, 58
Partial specialization, 161, 183–187, 197
Patterns. See design patterns.
Paul Revere and the Raiders,
143
Pointer arithmetic, 19, 149–151
Pointer comparison, 97–98
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converting to pointer to non-const, 27
description, 25–27
managing buffers of pointers, 25–26
void, 98
Policies, 205–208
Polymorphic base classes, 3–5
Polymorphism, 3–5
Predicates, STL function objects as, 73–74
Primary templates. See also STL
(standard template library); templates.
explicit specialization, 155–158, 183–187
instantiation, 154
member specialization, 165
partial specialization, 161, 183–187
SFINAE, 218
specialization, 154
specializing for type information, 183
Promulgation, conventions, 193, 197
Prototype, 99–101
Q
QWAN (Quality Without A Name), 90
R
RAII, 139–142. See also auto_ptr.
Rebind convention for allocators, 180
Reeves, Jack, xviii
References. See also aliases.
to arrays, 62
to const, 15
description, 13–15
to functions, 62
initialization, 14–15
to non-const, 15
null, 13–14
versus pointers, 13
register keyword, 233
reinterpret_cast operator, 31
Resource acquisition is initialization. See RAI.
Resource control. See RAI.
RTTI (runtime type information)
for capability query, 95
incorrect use of, 103
runtime cost of, 31
for safe down cast, 31
S
Sakamoto, Kyu (veiled reference), 42, 68, 70
Saks, Dan, xvii
Semaphores, resource control. See RAI.
SFINAE (substitution failure is not an error), 217–220
Single-dimensional arrays, array formal arguments, 17–18
Slettebø, Terje, xvii
Smart pointers. See also function objects; pointers.
versus auto_ptr, 148
list iterators, 11, 151
operator overloading, 145–146
templates, 145–146
Social commentary, xiii, 7, 10, 71, 190, 195
Specialization explicit, 183–187
partial, 183–187
SFINAE, 218
templates. See templates, specialization.
for type information, 183
Specializing for type information, 183
Standard template library (STL), 11–12. See also primary templates; templates.
Static linkages, avoiding, 85
static_cast operator, 30–32
STL function objects as comparators, 72–73
description, 71–74
as predicates, 73–74
true/false questions, 73–74
STL (standard template library), 11–12. See also primary templates; templates.
Subcontractor, derived class as, 4–5
Substitution failure is not an error (SFINAE), 217–220
Sutter, Herb, xi, xvii, xviii, 136
Swedish, and technical communication, 99
T
Template argument deduction, 18, 209–212
Template Method
versus C++ templates, 77
description, 77–79
Template template parameters, 199–204
Templates. See also primary templates; STL (standard template library).
arguments customizing. See templates, specialization.
description, 153–154
array formal arguments, 18–19
C++ versus Template Method, 77
Templates, continued
customizing. See templates, specialization.
disambiguation, 169–172, 179–181
ids, 154
ignorance and, 180
instantiation, 154
member functions, 173–177
names, 154
nested names, 179
parameters, 153–154
smart pointers, 145–146
specialization
explicit, 155–159, 183–187, 209–212
partial, 161–164, 183–187
terminology, 153–154
traits, 197
traits, 195–197
Terminology
assignment versus initialization, 41–43
const pointers versus pointers to const, 21–23
member templates, 174
new operator versus operator new, 119, 123, 143
new style cast operators versus old-style, 29
overloading versus overriding, 75–76
pointers to class members versus pointers, 53–56
pointers to const versus const pointers, 21–23
pointers to member functions versus pointers, 57–59
references versus pointers, 13
template argument deduction, 209
Template Method versus C++ templates, 77
templates, 153–154
wrappers, 8
Tondo, Clovis, xvii
Traits
collections, 193, 197
description, 193–197
specialization, 197
templates, 195–197
Traits class, 193–197
True/false questions, 73–74
Type
collection elements, determining, 189–191
information, embedded, 189–191
information about, 193–197
qualifiers, changing, 29–30, 30–31
traits, 193–197
Typename, disambiguation, 169–172

V
Vandevoorde, David, 217–220
Variables, avoiding static linkage, 85
Virtual constructors, 99–101
Virtual copy, assignment, 47
Virtual function pointers, 64–66
Virtual functions, class layout, 37
Virtual inheritance, class layout, 37–38
virtual keyword, 231–233
volatile qualifiers, adding/removing, 29–30

W
Ward, Dick and Judy, xvii
What you see is what you get, 37
Wilson, Flip (veiled reference), 37
Wilson, Matthew, xvii

U
Unnecessary static conventions, 232
Unnecessary virtual conventions, 232
User-defined types, assignment, 41–43

Z
Zolman, Leor, xvii
Zoo animals, resource control. See RAII.
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A
ABC class, 113–114
Abstract base class
ABC class, 113–114
Action class, 69
Func class, 65
Rollable class, 93
Access games
aFunc function, 118
NoCopy class, 111
NoHeap class, 117–118
OnHeap class, 118
Action class, 69
aFunc function, 82–84, 89, 118
Allocator
AnAlloc class template, 179
AnAlloc::rebind member
template, 179
SList class template, 180
AnAlloc class template, 179
AnAlloc::rebind member
template, 179
App class, 78
append function, 120–121
App::startup member
function, 78
Argument dependent lookup, 89
Array class template, 225
Array<Circle, 7> explicit
instantiation, 227
ArrayDeletePolicy class
template, 207
Array<T, n>::operator ==
template member function,
226
Assignment
SList<T>::operator =
member template, 175
String::operator =
member function, 42, 135
aTemplateContext function
template, 132
B
B class, 59, 75, 87
begForgiveness function, 51
Blob class, 231
Button class, 67, 69
Button::setAction member
function, 136
C
C class, 54
Callback
Action class, 69
begForgiveness function, 51
CanConvert class template,
220
Capability class, 93
cast function template, 209
CheckedPtr class template,
145
Circle class
capability queries, 94
covariant return types,
107–108
pointers to class members, 55
pointers to member
functions, 57
CircleEditor class, 108
Class templates
AnAlloc, 179
Array, 225
ArrayDeletePolicy, 207
CanConvert, 220
CheckedPtr, 145
ContainerTraits, 194
ContainerTraits<
vector<T> >, 197
ContainerTraits<
const
T *> , 197
ContainerTraits<T *> , 196
Heap, 155, 165
Heap<T *> , 161
IsArray, 187
IsClass, 219
IsInt, 183
IsPCM, 187
IsPtr, 184
MFunc, 66
NoDeletePolicy, 207
PFun1, 215
PFun2, 212, 214
PtrCmp, 162
Class templates, continued
PtrDeletePolicy, 206–207
PtrList, 169
PtrVector, 25
ReadonlySeq, 191
SCollection, 170
Seq, 189–190
SList, 173, 180
Stack, 185–186, 200–202, 205–206
Wrapper1, 203
Wrapper2, 203
Wrapper3, 203–204
Classes
ABC, 113–114
Action, 69
App, 78
B, 59, 75, 87
Blob, 231
Button, 67, 69
C, 54
Circle
capability queries, 94
covariant return types,
107–108
pointers to class members,
55
pointers to member
functions, 57
CircleEditor, 108
ContainerTraits<const
char *>, 196
ContainerTraits
<ForeignContainer>,
195
D, 59, 76, 87
E, 88
Employee, 104–105
Fib, 63
ForeignContainer, 195
Func, 65
Handle
array allocation, 127–128
class-specific memory
management, 123–124
copy operations, 45
optional keywords, 232
restricting heap allocation,
118
Heap<char *>, 157–158
Heap<const char *>, 156
IsWarm, 73
Meal, 100
MyApp, 78–79
MyContainer, 170
MyHandle, 124
NMFunc, 66
NoCopy, 111
NoHeap, 117–118
ObservedBlob, 97
OnHeap, 118
PlayMusic, 69
PopLess, 72
rep, 125
ResourceHandle, 139
Rollable, 93
S, 38
Shape
capability queries, 93
covariant return types,
107–108
optional kwds, 231
pointer comparison, 97
pointers to class members,
55
pointers to member
functions, 57
ShapeEditor, 108
SharpBlob, 231
Spaghetti, 100
Square, 94
State, 71, 222–223
String, 41
Subject, 97
T, 39
Temp, 105
Trace, 141
Wheel, 94
X, 33–36, 91
cleanupBuf function, 121
Command pattern, 69
Comparator
PopLess class, 72
PopLess function, 71
PtrCmp class template, 162
strLess function, 157
Computational constructor, 43
ContainerTraits class
template, 194
ContainerTraits
< vector<T > > class
template, 197
ContainerTraits<const
char *>, 196
ContainerTraits<const T
*> class template, 197
ContainerTraits
<ForeignContainer>
class, 195
ContainerTraits<T *> class
template, 196
Copy assignment
Handle::operator =
member function, 46–47
Handle::swap member
function, 46
Covariant return, 107–108
D
D class, 59, 76, 87
E
E class, 88
Employee class, 104–105
Exceptions
aTemplateContext
function template, 132
Button::setAction
member function, 136
f function, 140–141
ResourceHandle class, 139
String::operator =
member function, 135
Trace class, 141  
X::X member function, 133  
Explicit instantiation  
Array<Circle, 7>, 227  
Heap<double>, 167  
Explicit specialization  
ContainerTraits<const char *> class, 196  
ContainerTraits<ForeignContainer> class, 195  
Heap class template, 155  
Heap<char *> class, 157–158  
Heap<const char *> class, 156  
IsInt class template, 183  
extractHeap function template, 158

**F**  
  
  f function, 140–141  
Factory Method  
  
  Circle class, 108  
  Employee class, 104–105  
  Shape class, 108  
  Temp class, 105  
  Fib class, 63  
  fibonacci function, 64  
  Fib::operator () member function, 63  
  fill function template, 170, 172  
  ForeignContainer class, 195  
  friend function, 43  
  Func class, 65  
  Function object  
    
    Action class, 69  
    Fib class, 63  
    Func class, 65  
    IsWarm class, 73  
    MFunc class template, 66  
    NMFunc class, 66  
    PFun1 class template, 215  
    PFun2 class template, 212, 214  
    PlayMusic class, 69  
    PopLess class, 72  
    PtrCmp class template, 162  
    Function template overloading  
      g function, 213  
      g function template, 213  
      makePFun function template, 215  
    Function templates  
      aTemplateContext, 132  
      cast, 209  
      extractHeap, 158  
      fill, 170, 172  
      g, 213  
      makePFun, 212, 214–215  
      min, 209  
      process, 19, 189, 191, 194  
      process_2d, 19  
      repeat, 211  
      set_2d, 15  
      slowSort, 221–224  
      swap, 14, 45  
      zeroOut, 211  
  Functions  
    
    aFunc, 82–84, 89, 118  
    append, 120–121  
    begForgiveness, 51  
    cleanupBuf, 121  
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